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I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last years, multi-agent systems have gained a significant amount of attention, due to the advantages they offer with respect to single-agent setups. In the case of robotic manipulation and object transportation, difficult tasks involving heavy payloads as well as challenging maneuvers necessitate the employment of multiple robots.
Early works related to cooperative manipulation develop control architectures where the robotic agents communicate and share information with each other as well as completely decentralized schemes, where each agent uses only local information or observers, avoiding potential communication delays [1] - [6] . Impedance and force/motion control constitutes the most common methodology used in the related literature [1] , [7] - [14] . However, most of the aforementioned works employ force/torque sensors to acquire knowledge of the manipulator-object contact forces/torques, which, however, may result to performance decline due to sensor noise or mounting difficulties. Recent technological advances allow to manipulator grippers to grasp rigidly certain objects (see e.g., [15] ), which, as shown in this work, can render the use of force/torque sensors unnecessary.
Furthermore, in manipulation tasks, such as pose/force or trajectory tracking, collision with obstacles of the environment has been dealt with only by exploiting the extra degrees of freedom that appear in over-actuated robotic agents. Potential field-based algorithms may suffer from local minima and navigation functions [16] cannot be extended to multi-agent second order dynamical systems in a trivial way. Moreover, these methods usually result in high control input values near obstacles that need to be avoided, which might conflict the saturation of the actual motor inputs.
Another important property that concerns robotic manipulators is the singularities of the Jacobian matrix, which maps the joint velocities of the agent to a 6D vector of generalized velocities. Such singular kinematic configurations, that indicate directions towards which the agent cannot move, must be always avoided, especially when dealing with taskspace control in the end-effector [17] . In the same vein, representation singularities can also occur in the mapping from coordinate rates to angular velocities of a rigid body.
In this work, we aim to address the problem of cooperative manipulation of an object in a bounded workspace with obstacles. In particular, given N agents that rigidly grasp an object, we design control inputs for the navigation of the object to a final pose, while avoiding inter-agent collisions as well as collisions with obstacles. Moreover, we take into account constraints that emanate from control input saturation as well kinematic and representation singularities.
For the design of a stabilizing feedback control law for each robot, such that the desired specifications are met, while satisfying constraints on the controls and the states, one would ideally look for a closed loop solution for the feedback law satisfying the constraints while optimizing the performance. However, typically the optimal feedback law cannot be found analytically, even in the unconstrained case, since it involves the solution of the corresponding Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman partial differential equations. One approach to address this problem is the repeated solution of an openloop optimal control problem for a given state. Control approaches using this strategy are referred to as Nonlinear Model Predictive Control (NMPC) (see e.g. [18] - [25] ) which we aim to use in this work for the problem of the constraint cooperative manipulation of an object which is rigidly grasped by N agents. To the best of the authors' knowledge, NMPC approaches for cooperative manipulation have not appeared in the related literature. Due to space constraints, a more detailed version of this paper that contains omitted proofs of lemmas/theorems, can be found in [26] .
II. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
The set of positive integers is denoted as N and the real n-coordinate space, with n ∈ N, as R n ; R n ≥0 and R n >0 are the sets of real n-vectors with all elements nonnegative and positive, respectively. The notation R n×n ≥0 and R n×n >0 , with n ∈ N, stands for positive semi-definite and positive definite matrices, respectively. Moreover, x is the Euclidean norm of a vector x ∈ R n . Given the sets S 1 , S 2 , the Minkowski addition is denoted by ⊕, and is defined by S 1 ⊕ S 2 = {s 1 + s 2 : s 1 ∈ S 1 , s 2 ∈ S 2 }. The n × n identity matrix and the n×m matrix with zero entries are denoted by I n , and 0 n×m , respectively, with n, m ∈ N. The largest singular value of matrix A ∈ R n×m is denoted as σ max (A). The vector connecting the origins of coordinate frames {A} and {B} expressed in frame {C} coordinates in 3-D space is denoted
is the rotation matrix associated with the same orientation and SO(3) is the 3-D rotation group. The angular velocity of frame {B} with respect to {A}, expressed in frame {C} coordinates, is denoted as ω C B/A ∈ R 3 and it holds thatṘ
is the center of the ellipsoid, β 1,z , β 2,z , β 3,z ∈ R >0 the lengths of its three semi-axes and z ≥ 1 is an index term. The eigenvectors of matrix P define the principal axes of the ellipsoid, and the eigenvalues of P are: β −2 1,z , β −2 2,z and β −2 3,z . For notational brevity, when a coordinate frame corresponds to an inertial frame of reference {I}, we will omit its explicit notation (e.g.,
. Finally, all vector and matrix differentiations will be with respect to an inertial frame {I}, unless otherwise stated.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider a bounded and convex workspace W ⊆ R 3 consisting of N robotic agents rigidly grasping an object, as shown in Fig. 1 , and Z obstacles described by the ellipsoids O z , z ∈ Z = {1, . . . , Z}. The free space is denoted as W free = W\ z∈Z O z . The agents are considered to be fully actuated and they consist of a base that is able to move around the workspace (e.g., mobile or aerial vehicle) and a robotic arm. The reference frames corresponding to the ith end-effector and the object's center of mass are denoted with {E i } and {O}, respectively, whereas {I} corresponds to an inertial reference frame. The rigidity of the grasps implies that the agents can exert any forces/torques along every direction to the object. We consider that the position and velocity of the state of the agents as well as the geometric parameters of the agents and the object are known. Moreover, no interaction force/torque measurements is required.
A. System model
We denote by q i : R ≥0 → R ni the joint space variables of agent i ∈ N, with n i = n αi + 6, q i (t) = 
is the position and Euler-angle orientation of the agent's base, and α i : R ≥0 → R nα i , n αi > 0, are the degrees of freedom (i.e., joints) of the robotic arm. The overall joint space configuration vector is denoted as q = [q 1 , . . . , q N ] ∈ R n , with n = i∈N n i . In addition, we denote as
are the linear and angular velocity, respectively, of the base.
We consider that we have access to each agent's state q i as well asṗ
The pose of the ith end-effector can be computed via
are the forward kinematics of the robotic arm [17] . Then, v i can be computed as
where J A i : R nα i → R 3×nα i is the angular Jacobian of the robotic arm with respect to the agent's base [17] . The differential kinematics (2) can be written as
where J i : R ni → R 6×ni is the agent's geometric Jacobian matrix [17] , with
Remark 1. Note that J B i becomes singular at representation singularities, when θ B i = ± π 2 and J i becomes singular at kinematic singularities defined by the set
In the following, we will aim at guaranteeing that q i will always be in the closed set
The joint-space dynamics for agent i ∈ N can be computed using the Lagrangian formulation [17] :
where
is the generalized force vector that agent i exerts on the object and τ i ∈ R ni is the vector of generalized joint-space inputs, with
is the generalized force vector on the center of mass of the agent's base and τ αi ∈ R nα i is the torque inputs of the robotic arms' joints. By inverting (4) and using (3) and its derivative, we can obtain the corresponding task-space agent dynamics [17] :
The task-space input wrench u i can be translated to the joint space inputs [17] . The term τ i0 concerns over-actuated agents and does not contribute to end-effector forces. We define by
the ellipsoid that bounds the ith agent's volume with the corresponding centers c i and semi-axes β i,1 , β i,2 , β i,3 , i.e., the workspace of the arm of agent i [17] enlarged so that it includes the ith base. Note that A i depends on q i and can be explicitly found.
Regarding the object, we denote as 
. The second order dynamics of the object are given by:
is the gravity vector, which are derived from the Newton-Euler formulation. In addition, J Or :
where J O r,θ has the same structure as (1), and is singular when θ O = ± π 2 . Finally, λ O ∈ R 6 is the force vector acting on the object's center of mass. Also, similarly to the robotic agents, we define by
as the bounding ellipsoid of the object.
Consider N robotic agents rigidly grasping an object. Then, in view of Fig. 1 , we have that
∀i ∈ N , where p E i E i /O represents the constant distance and η E i /O the relative orientation offset between the ith agent's end-effector and the object's center of mass, which are considered known. The grasp rigidity implies that ω E i = ω O , ∀i ∈ N . Therefore, by differentiating (7), we obtain
where J O i : R n → R 6×6 is a smooth mapping representing the Jacobian from the object to the i-th agent: (7) and (8), respectively, without employing any sensory data for the object. In the same vein, we can also compute the object's bounding ellipsoid C O , which depends on q.
The Kineto-statics duality [17] along with the grasp rigidity suggest that the force λ O acting on the object center of mass and the generalized forces λ i , i ∈ N , exerted by the agents at the contact points are related through
Next, we substitute (8) and its derivative in (5) and by employing (6) and (9), we obtain in vector form after some straightforward calculations: (7).
Remark 3. Note that the agents dynamics under consideration hold for generic robotic agents comprising of a moving base and a robotic arm. Hence, the considered framework can be applied for mobile, aerial, or underwater manipulators.
We can now formulate the problem considered in this work: Problem 1. Consider N robotic agents rigidly grasping an object, governed by the coupled dynamics (10) . Given the desired pose x O,des , design the control input u : R ≥0 → R 6N such that lim t→∞ x O (t) = x O,des , while ensuring the satisfaction of the following collision avoidance and singularity properties:
as well as the input and velocity magnitude and input constraints: |τ i k | ≤τ i , |q i k | ≤q i , ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , n i }, i ∈ N , for some positive constantsτ i ,q i , i ∈ N . Specifications 1)−3) in the aforementioned problem stand for collision avoidance between the agents, the objects, and the workspace obstacles and specifications 4) − 6) stand for representation and kinematic singularities.
In order to solve the aforementioned problem, we need the following reasonable assumption regarding the workspace: Assumption 1. (Problem Feasibility Assumption) The distance between any pair of obstacles is sufficiently large such that the coupled system object-agents can navigate among them without collisions.
Define also the sets :
associated with the desired collisionavoidance properties.
IV. PROBLEM SOLUTION
In this section, a systematic solution to Problem 1 is introduced. Our overall approach builds on designing a Nonlinear Model Predictive control scheme the system of the manipulators and the object.
By employing (8), (3), and (10), we can write the coupled nonlinear dynamics of the system object-agents in compact form as:
. Note that f is locally Lipschitz continuous in its domain since it is continuously differentiable in its domain. Next, we define the respective error e : R ≥0 → R n+12 as e(t) = x(t) − x des (12) where x des = [x O,des , 0 6×1 , q des ] ∈ R n+12 is the constant desired vector, and q des = [q 1,des , . . . , q N,des ] is appropriately chosen such that x O (t) = x O,des , ∀t ∈ {t ∈ R ≥0 : q(t) = q des } (see (7) ). The error dynamics are thenė(t) = f (x(t), u(t)), which can be appropriately transformed to be written as:
where f e (t) f (e(t)+x des , u(t)). By ignoring over-actuated input terms, we have that τ i = J i (q i )u i , which becomes
where we have employed the property σ min (J i ) u i ≤ J i u i , with σ min (J i ) denoting the minimum singular value of J i , which is strictly positive, if the constraint q i ∈ Q i is always satisfied. Hence, the constraint |τ i k | ≤τ i is equivalent to u i ≤τ i σmin(J i ) , ∀i ∈ N . Let us now define the following set U ⊆ R 6N :
as the set that captures the control input constraints of the error dynamics system (13) . Define also the set X ⊆ R n+12 :
The set X captures all the state constraint of the system dynamics (11) . In order to translate the constraints that are dictated for the state x into constraints regarding the error state e from (12), define the set E = X ⊕ (−x des ). Then, the following implication holds:
The problem in hand is the design of a control input u ∈ U such that lim t→∞ e(t) = 0 while ensuring e ∈ E, ∀t ∈ R ≥0 . In order to solve the aforementioned problem, we propose a Nonlinear Model Predictive scheme, that is presented hereafter.
Consider a sequence of sampling times {t i } i≥0 with a constant sampling period 0 < h < T p , where T p is the prediction horizon, such that t i+1 = t i + h, ∀ i ≥ 0. In the sampled-data NMPC, a finite-horizon open-loop optimal control problem (OCP) is solved at discrete sampling time instants t i based on the current state error information e(t i ). The solution is an optimal control signalû(t), for t ∈ [t i , t i + T p ]. For more details, the reader is referred to [19] . The openloop input signal applied in between the sampling instants is given by the solution of the following Optimal Control Problem (OCP): 
where the hat(·) denotes the predicted variables (internal to the controller), i.e.ê(·) is the solution of (16b) driven by the control inputû(·) : [t i , t i + T p ] → U with initial condition e(t i ). Note that the predicted values are not necessarily the same with the actual closed-loop values [19] . The term F : E × U → R ≥0 , is the running cost, and is chosen as F (e(t), u(t)) = e(t) Qe(t) + u(t) Ru(t). The terms V : E → R >0 and E f are the terminal penalty cost and terminal set, respectively, and are used to enforce the stability of the system. The terminal cost is given by V (e(t)) = e(t) P e(t). The terms Q ∈ R
are chosen as Q = diag{ q 1 , . . . , q n+12 }, P = diag{ p 1 , . . . , p n+12 }, R = diag{ r 1 , . . . , r 6N }, where q i ∈ R ≥0 , p i ∈ R >0 , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n + 12} and r j ∈ R >0 , ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , 6N } are constant weights. For the running cost, it holds that F (0, 0) = 0, as well as: m e 2 ≤ m e u 2 ≤ F (e, u) ≤ M e u 2 ≤ M e 2 , where m = min{ q 1 , . . . , q n+12 , r 1 , . . . , r 6N } and M = max{ q 1 , . . . , q n+12 , r 1 , . . . , r 6N }. The solution of the OCP (16a)-(16d) at time t i provides an optimal control input denoted byû (s; e(t i )), for s ∈
It defines the open-loop input that is applied to the system until the next sampling instant t i+1 : u(t; e(t i )) = u (t i ; e(t i )), t ∈ [t i , t i+1 ). The corresponding optimal value function is given by J (e(t i )) J (e(t i ),û (·; e(t i ))), where J(·) is given in (16a). The control input u(t; e(t i )) is of the feedback form, since it is recalculated at each sampling instant using the new state information. The solution of (13) at time s, s ∈ [t i , t i + T p ], starting at time t i from an initial condition e(t i ), applying a control input u :
and it is based on the measurement of the state e(t i ) at time t i , when a control input u(·; e(t i )) is applied to the system (13) for the time period [t i , s]. Thus, it holds that e(t i ) =ê(t i ; u(·), e(t i )). We define an admissible control input as:
Proof. The proof can be found in [26, Appendix I, page 10].
The following theorem summarizes the results of this work.
Theorem 1. Consider the Assumptions 1. Suppose also that:
1) The OCP (16a)-(16d) is feasible for the initial time (13) , under the proposed control methodology, converges to the set E f for t → ∞.
Proof. The proof consists of two parts: in the first part it is established that initial feasibility implies feasibility 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
To demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed control protocol, we consider a simulation example with N = 2 ground vehicles equipped with 2 DOF manipulators, rigidly grasping an object with n 1 = n 2 = 4, n = n 1 + n 2 = 8. From (11) we have that
The agents become singular when sin(α i1 ) = 0, i ∈ {1, 2}, thus the state constraints for the agents are set to
, with = 0.01. We also consider the input constraints . We also consider that there exists a spherical obstacle the obstacle at [5, 5, 1] and radius 1m. We chose the sampling time as h = 0.1 sec, the horizon as 3, and the total simulation time 80 sec. The simulation results are depicted States of Agent 1 xB 1 (t) yB 1 (t) α1 1 (t) α1 2 (t) Fig. 4 : The states of agent 1. States of Agent 2 xB 2 (t) yB 2 (t) α2 1 (t) α2 2 (t) in Fig. 2-6 , which shows that the states of the agents and the object converge to the desired ones while guaranteeing that the obstacle is avoided and all state and input constraints are met. The simulations were carried out by using the NMPC toolbox given in [22] in MATLAB Environment.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work we proposed a NMPC scheme for the cooperative transportation of an object rigidly grasped by N robotic agents. The proposed control scheme deals with singularities of the agents, inter-agent collision avoidance as well as collision avoidance between the agents and the object with the workspace obstacles. Future efforts will be devoted towards including load sharing coefficients, internal force regulation, and complete decentralization of the proposed method. Finally, we will try to decrease the overall complexity and carry out real-time experiments.
